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EMAIL:  hr@arco-it.ch 

Senior Security Analyst 
Security Consultant (80-100%) 

We’re looking for people interested in applying their advanced skills in IT Security by working on our 
client projects.  

Arco IT – Who we are 

Since 2013, Arco IT has been helping clients in Switzerland develop their cyber defense strategy through security 
assessments, guidance, management, and support for their projects. All of our services are aligned with industry best 
practices and standards like the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, CIS Controls, ISO 27k, and BSI. 

Arco’s guiding principles are Passion, Flexibility, Excellence, and Community. We provide a holistic view as well as a 
dynamic and agile approach. We specialize in IT security with a solution-oriented use of innovative products and our 
unique approach of examining business goals and risk appetite. 

We provide unbiased advice (in Arabic, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Romanian, Swedish, 
and Urdu) and tailored solutions for any size organization. 

 

What you’ll be doing 

- Assess client’s IT security posture, analyze risks, suggest improvements, using standards like NIST CSF, CIS 
Controls, ISO 27k, BSI, IKT, and others 

- Analyze tools, system configurations, technical processes, and staff skills to identify weaknesses, and provide 
detailed security advice 

- Develop security architecture and blueprints for on-premises systems and cloud services 
- Design security processes, develop operational guidance and procedures for clients 
- Assess risks and develop mitigations for vulnerabilities discovered in scans and pentests 
- Investigate security incidents, provide support for clients during cyberattacks and service recovery 
- Evaluate tools and technologies that help Arco IT and our clients to improve their security posture and 

transparency of maturity levels 
- Build and maintain relationships with key decision makers inside client organizations, industry peers, solution 

providers and industry associations 
- Support clients with the implementation of Information Security Management Systems, including the design 

of controls, the definition of KPI and the integration of systems and information (CMDB, findings, risks, 
measures) 
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Who we’re looking for 

- 5 years’ experience in IT security 
- Bachelors’ degree in CS with specialization in IT security or high-level certifications (e.g.: CISSP, CISA, 

CISM)  
- Significant knowledge of major cybersecurity concepts, technologies, and standard methods as well as 

willingness to dive into new areas 
- Enjoy leading through sophisticated conversations across multiple stakeholders and partners in a 

constructive and community-building manner 
- Able to communicate in a clear, empathetic, and solution-oriented style.  
- Capable to independently create documentation for architecture principles, designs, evaluations, and 

solutions. 
- Passionate in helping our clients establish safer business environments 
- Open to work with junior staff and develop their technical skills 
- Interest in working with companies of different sizes, industries and corporate cultures 
- Good communication skills in English and German 

 

What we offer 

- A dynamic and flexible work environment that is inclusive and celebrates diversity 
- The opportunity to help develop and shape Arco IT 
- Work in different industries (IT, manufacturing, banking, health, retail) 
- Client work around the region of Zurich 
- Creating value by improving IT security and protection capabilities from cyber threats 
- Early insight on new developments, trends and technologies 
- Customer-oriented consulting 
- Internal support of professional development 

 

Reasons to apply:  

You enjoy the challenges provided by working in a dynamic IT security company  
You are solution-oriented with good communication and technical skills  
You have a passion for what you do and want to learn more 


